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Many travelers fail to recognize the importance of socks on their trips, says Jane Anderson, a Chapil Hill, N.C., pediatrician for the North Car-
olina Foot & Ankle Society. "The wrong socks can lead to

bleeding, and everyday socks, usually made of cotton or a synthetic

material, is attached to its own Wigwam Rebel Fusion Crew II

sock and the health benefits of a compression sock.

Another appeal of Bombas is its "Laundry Back Guar-
antee." If one of your socks disappears into the notorious

Bermuda Triangle of laundry within a year of purchase, the

company will replace it. A pair of Bombas socks will outlast the

average pair of socks by three times, according to the

company. And if you've learned just one lec-

ture, it's this: Pack the right kind of socks to match the demands of your travels.
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Pack the right kind of socks to match the demands of your travels.

It sounds trivial, but it's not.
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